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Ready to Succeed 

More  Genres   

The  Research 
tells  us :  

When reading stories is conveyed as 
entertainment and fun, children will 

be more likely to persist in their overall 
reading development.  Catch a new 

category with your child today! 

   Counting Books: Counting Books: Counting Books: Counting books 
come in all sizes and shapes.  Some 
counting books provide fun 
illustrations of everyday objects that 
feature the numbers 1-5 or 1-10.  
More elaborate counting books may 
count to 100 or more and use a 
theme in presenting their information.  
Counting books are important for 
your child because they introduce the 
language associated with numbers 
and help children learn that numbers 
are symbols for counting, just as 
letters are symbols for sounds and 
words. 

   Rhyming BooksRhyming BooksRhyming Books: In reading 
rhyming storybooks, your child will 
benefit from hearing rhyming 
language and repetitive sounds.  
Rhyming stories are fun for the reader 
and provide lots of opportunities to 
read with emotion, expression, and 
voice changes.  Hearing stories that 
contain rhymes prepare children for 
reading by helping them focus on the 
sounds in words. 

Catch a 
new book 
category! 
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   Informational BooksInformational BooksInformational Books: These books are non-
fiction and are written about topics that your 
child will likely have a natural interest in such 
as, animals, food, vehicles, or the seasons.  
Some informational books also label the 
illustrations, which helps to introduce written 
language. They are usually simple in style and 
focus on things familiar to a child’s 
environment. 

   Predictable BooksPredictable BooksPredictable Books: : : Predictable books 
involve children in the reading experience.  
The patterned language, repetitive phrases 
and predictable storylines will help your child 
anticipate what is coming next.  They also 
help children to understand language and 
how sentences and stories are put together.  
Your child will often be able to repeat 
elements of these stories as the book is 
reread. 

   Wordless BooksWordless BooksWordless Books: : : Though wordless books 
contain little or no text, they have a real story 
to tell.  The reader must “read” the story by 
looking closely at the pictures.  This 
experience helps children focus on the 
sequence in the story and gives them the 
opportunity to use “book language.”  Some 
stories in wordless books are simple, but 
others are quite complex.  These books are 
great to read as a family because age and/or 
reading ability doesn’t matter.  Anyone can 
tell the story and there’s no right or wrong 
way to read it! 

   Folktales and FablesFolktales and FablesFolktales and Fables: : : The stories in these 
books are often the result of years of oral 
storytelling.  Many of the stories have a moral 
concept or theme.  Most folktales and fables 

Why read from 
different  book 

categorie s  (genres ) ?  
Reading aloud introduces children to the 
complex nature of language and helps them 
acquire important language skills.  The types 
of books you read to your child contribute to 
the depth of their learning.  You should 
include a variety of books in your daily read 
aloud experiences.  Different book 
categories (genres) are associated with 
varied amounts and types of language.  
Each type of book will also encourage 
different conversation and interaction with 
your child.  Following are just some of the 
categories to choose from...  

have some cultural context or historical 
base and will help your child learn about 
diverse cultures and experiences.  These 
stories are often ones that parents can 
use for storytelling without using a book. 

   Nursery RhymesNursery RhymesNursery Rhymes: : : Nursery rhymes are a 
natural for your child.  They are often 
told from memory by parents or 
grandparents.  Mother Goose provides 
some of the more familiar, but most 
cultures have some form of nursery 
rhymes passed down from generation to 
generation.  Children raised on nursery 
rhymes will pass these tales on to their 
children. 

   Alphabet BooksAlphabet BooksAlphabet Books: : : Alphabet books are 
used to help children recognize letters 
and realize that letters are used in 
language.  
There are a 
wide range 
of alphabet 
books from 
the most 
basic that 
show a 
letter and 
objects 
beginning 
with that letter to very sophisticated 
books which tell a story using the 
alphabet format.  Creative artwork is 
often used to illustrate and bring new 
interest to the alphabet.  Some alphabet 
books are themed to highlight the letters 
using fruits, vegetables, colors, places, 
animals, or flowers. 

   Picture StorybooksPicture StorybooksPicture Storybooks: : : Text and illustrations 
tell the story in picture storybooks.  This type 
of book is especially appropriate for your 
child because the colorful, clear illustrations 
and artwork support a simple story line.  The 
pictures often provide additional content 
not covered in the text.  Picture storybooks 
often remain children’s favorites long after 
their preschool years. 

   Participation BooksParticipation BooksParticipation Books: : : Participation books 
are another type of storybook.  Your child 
will delight in being able to repeat the 
book’s suggestions, such as clapping their 
hands, touching their toes, or covering their 
eyes.  Lift-the-flap books also promote 
interaction.  Children enjoy peeking under 
the flap to find the answer or make a new 
discovery. 


